i think things will be short today. don't feel really
inspired to say anything. not there is ever a shortage
of saying things to lift up my Lord. i just want to be
careful that they are not my words but the Holy
Spirit's.
all that's really coming to me is time. it's amazing
how quickly the days turn to weeks and the weeks to
months. then the years began to accumulate and before
one is aware, it's all over. time as we know it has
collapsed. collapsed into eternity. none of us know
when that might be. a traffic accident or even a
sudden heart attack.
the fact is, there is a fullness of time; for this age
and for each of us. will there be time or even
awareness in that moment to recognize it is now? fear
or panic may fully occupy the moment. will the Holy
Spirit whisper one last time to the soul that is in
danger? "but others save with fear, pulling them out
of the fire, hating even the garment defiled by the
flesh." jude 1:23 none of us know what might go
through one's mind as they take their final breath.
will they have their regrets? we just know if the Holy
Spirit isn't there, it won't be of God.
Jesus arrived in the fullness of time. He accomplished
His mission and then returned to the bosom of the
Father. will we accomplish our mission and do the
same?
what is the mission of each of us? "this is
the work of God, that you believe in Him whom He sent.”
john 6:29
oh precious soul, if you do not already know this life

we have in Him, i beg you to take it seriously.
consider your time and count it short. He will always
be there to aid the one who is seriously seeking.
how the heart of God aches for those who are trapped in
religions and misguided beliefs. when someone is not
even sure if they are a man or a woman and think they
can decide, can confusion not be recognized? this is
from the enemy and the sin he desires to propagate.
only God can deliver from these things; can give us
light to see; can open our hearts to truth.
yes, confusion is real. pain is real. time is real.
heaven and hell are real. eternity is also real. it
only remains to be decided where it will be spent.
will you be there in the new creation? to live forever
with the one who created you and loves you, or will you
be separated from Him forever? "for behold, I create
new heavens and a new earth; and the former shall not
be remembered or come to mind." isa 65:17
unless you are there dear one, you also will no longer
be remembered. there will be no sorrow or regrets in
heaven. just make sure you are there. the way to Him
is easy. it is through Jesus Christ! "Jesus said to
him, “I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through Me." john 14:6
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